EAU DOUCE – EAU TROUBLE
New music concert
Friday, May 11th, 2018
8pm

Gesù – Centre de créativité
1200 Rue de Bleury
Place-des-Arts Metro
Regular: $23
Aînés et étudiants: $15
Tickets : goo.gl/F9Ua8z

Montreal, March 1st, 2018

PRESS RELEASE
For immediate release

Presented in collaboration with the Groupe Le Vivier, under the 90th
anniversary of Japan-Canada diplomatic relations, the Festival Accès Asie is
pleased to present an evening of new music titled Eau douce – Eau trouble.
Three exceptional emerging artists, pianist Kimihiro Yasaka (piano), LouisPhilippe Bonin (saxophone) and David Therrien-Brongo (percussion) unite to
present the different states and mutations of water through musical pieces to
evoke the colors and tones of Asia, on Friday, 11th of May, at 8pm at the Gesù
– Centre de créativité.
Three themes recur in the Japanese cultural imaginary landscape, highlighted
by a strong impressionist connotation associated with their titles: the mythical
aspect of nature, temporality and the notion of movement.
This concert evokes both musical aesthetics and tones of instruments of
traditional Japanese music as well as contemporary works. Chained
continually by fluidly staging between the musician's movements and the
blending of soundtracks, Eau Douce - Eau Trouble is an experience where
Japan is put in music in ambiances that go from calm hovering in lingering soft
sounds to more violent manifestations of the storm's torrents.
The evening's objective is to pay tribute to music inspired by Asian folklore
with a program that includes repertoire as well as works specially written for
the occasion by the composer Keiko Devaux.
In collaboration with

As part of

accesasie.com
514-298-0757
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Program (subject to change)
Keiko DEVAUX, Kintsukuroi (2018)
Saxophone, piano and percussions
Karen TANAKA, Night Bird (1996)
Alto saxophone
Masakazu NATSUDA, West or Evening Song in Autumn (1996)
Soprano saxophone and percussions
Katsuhiro OGURI, Prayer of seabirds Anger and Grief and sorrow of
seabirds. Excerpts from: Scenes Coloured by Water Book II – in
memoriam of victims of Great East Japan Earthquake (2012)
Piano
Toru TAKEMITSU, Distance (1972)
Saxophone soprano and piano
Ichiro NODAIRA, Arabesque III (1981)
Saxophone alto and piano
Fuminori TANADA, Mysterious Morning III (1996)
Saxophone soprano
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Kimihiro Yasaka – Pianist

© Alexandre Paskanoi

Japan native Kimihiro Yasaka discovers piano at the age of 12 with Reiko
Mizutani. Student of Professor Kyoko Hashimoto at the Schulich School of
Music at McGill University, he completed in 2011 a Master in performance in
Piano Solo. Recipient of numerous prizes across Canada, Japan and Italy,
Kimihiro performs in various events and festivals across Canada, Japan, the
USA and Europe (Toronto Summer Music Festival, ISME World Conference
and Festival, MusiMarsFestival, Chosen Vale Festival). One of his missions is
to promote Japanese piano repertoire to an uninitiated audience.
(www.kimihiroyasaka.com)

Louis-Philippe Bonin – Saxophonist
Holder of a master’s (M.MUS) in performance at the University of Montreal,
he develops his passion for his instrument through extensive courses with
Timothy McAllister at the University of Michigan. Frequently invited as a
soloist, he has performed with organisations such as the Moldova
Philarmonic Orchestra, the Orchestre à vent non identifié and the Société de
musique contemporaine (SMCQ). He is regularly invited as a jury member
and master classes for various organisations such as the Fédération des
harmonies et orchestres symphoniques du Québec (FHOSQ), MusicFest
Quebec, etc. Active as a saxophone professor at the CEGEP Saint-Laurent, he
is also artistic director of the Ensemble SaxoLogie and clinician artist for
YAHAMA Saxophones and Anches LÉGÈRE. (www.lpbonin.com)

© Amélie Fortin

David Therrien-Brongo – Percussionist

© Vincent Doré-Millet

Standing out as one of the most active and polyvalent percussionist of his
generation, David Therrien-Brongo is notably renowned for his virtuosity and
his rigorous accomplished work in chamber music. He is a recipient of the
Guy Soucie prize and the prestigious Concours Prix d’Europe in 2017. He
plays regularly with various ensembles in Quebec — Orchestre
Métropolitain, Nouvel Ensemble Moderne, Sixtrum — and internationally —
Malta Philharmonic Orchestra, Orchestra Terres de Marca. He is also a
member of l'Ensemble Paramirabo, the Duo AIRS, the percussions ensemble
SCRAP and of the metal ensemble Archɇtype. David holds a master’s at the
University of Montreal and a diploma from the Catalonia College of Music in
Barcelona.
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